
Turn your favorite music into vibrational medicine
through an immersive holographic sound experience
with Naturschallwandler.

Sound and music awakens feelings, makes us dream
and can even nurture the body, mind and spirit if the
sound is spread naturally and our brain able to
process it completely and without stress.

“Sound will be the medicine of the future”
— Edgar Cayce

NATURSCHALLWANDLER®
A natural sound experience

Ancient cultures have always attributed a great
importance to the quality of sound and understood that
the effects and functions of its waves and frequencies are
highly dependent on the acoustic design and architecture.
Unfortunately our mechanistically driven society doesn't
share the same values and exposes us to a great acoustic
overload.

Today we have more hearing problems than ever and they
don't just affect our overall health and well-being but also
our posture, orientation and confidence.

Conventional sound systems
are integrated into a box and
produce directed sound waves
raising the acoustic pressure.
When acoustic pressure
becomes too strong, we often
feel it unpleasant and
disturbing.

With Naturschallwandler 85%
of the technically conditioned
acoustic pressure of
conventional sound systems is
eliminated. No disturbing
reflections occur even with
long distances of reverberation.

In nature, spherical waves do not extinguish each other. All natural sound
conforms to this law, as we can see in rhe ripples of two droplets on water

Conventional sound system Naturschallwandler



A growing number of doctors and therapists
are using Naturschallwandler to treat most
of the hearing ailments with great success.
The aural sense (acuesthesia) is the first
sense to be developed and is the only one
that is constantly active – even when we
sleep. Our hearing is important and
constantly supplies us with vital information .

Naturschallwandler produces an almost
complete and natural 3D sound into a spatial
area, including the polyphonic overtones
which provide an essential contribution for
the wellbeing of our body and soul.

Omnisphere speaker system that creates a spheric sound propagation
— the same propagation found in natural acoustics

A revolutionary speaker technology
that will change the way you listen

Not just sound quality.
Life quality.
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Naturschallwandler is appropriate to any
kind of space — from small systems for
home or office to complete solutions for
commercial, public and even outside
spaces. It is also possible to keep talking
comfortably even when the volume of
the speakers is loud. And is very unlikely
to disturb the neighbors as the sound
scarcely permeates doors and walls.

Naturschallwandler combines a deep
understanding of the natural laws and
makes use of the most excellent and
sustainable materials available. Its
design and material choices comes from
the dream to create a speaker that
delivers the most naturally sounding
and precise acoustic hologram possible.
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